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Abstracts

Since the cultural reform by Xi Jinping, the genres covered by museums have become diverse. China’s history of literature had been quite limited in its coverage but it tends to change its path to become an access to more total culture. This happens because the value of literary resources are increasingly perceived differently – this particular cultural element now serves as a means that can promote the country and even meet tourism demands. The openings of National Museum of Modern Chinese Literature and Chinese Minority Literature Museum seem to signal such change, as the names of the establishments distinctly include the word ‘literature’: they aim to include China’s history of literature in representing its culture. An analysis of Chinese museums of literature thus will be able to provide us with a direction for future development of the one in cyberspace. The literary map provided by the National Museum of Modern Chinese Literature resembles the initial stage of European literary map, with diverse questions to be considered in the future production of digital literary map. This map, when developed, will serve as a culture platform through which people can understand travels and culture of China; it will be able to present standards of contents for knowledge and culture, which can be used across the whole cultural industry.
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1. Introduction

President Xi Jinping has expanded free admission to museums including cultural relics and historic sites starting from 2014, so that they can play the “role of window for Chinese culture” as people choose “travel destination.” For the five years of his leadership, measures for cultural reform will exert influence on the types of exhibitions at and studies on China’s museums and show advancement of cultural industry. Today, each country has its own serious thoughts about establishing its individual national brand of culture.

The Nobel Prize in literature awarded to Gāo Xíngjiàn and Mò Yán in 2000 and 2013, respectively, had somewhat boosted the interest in Chinese literature and the value of the national brand of China. The writings of these big men were in written in Chinese, a language that represents the country as a general expression of its psychology.

For the five years of his leadership, measures for cultural reform will exert influence on the types of exhibitions at and studies on China’s museums and show advancement of cultural industry. Today, each country has its own serious thoughts about establishing its individual national brand of culture.

The Nobel Prize in literature awarded to Gāo Xíngjiàn and Mò Yán in 2000 and 2013, respectively, had somewhat boosted the interest in Chinese literature and the value of the national brand of China. The writings of these big men were in written in Chinese, a language that represents the country as a general expression of its psychology.

*The Analects of Confucius* is about the actual fulfillment of moral politics through benevolence; although this book and other writings of Confucius were compiled by his disciples after his death of Confucius, they still represent a part of China’s national psychology. The writings of the said modern authors, then, represent and support China’s national image in the same manner. With continued efforts to spread Chinese culture, it has now become very important to decide to whom, how and with what purpose the culture is delivered. In China’s current museum policy, there are two aspects regarding contents of national psychology: first, an aspect of enlightenment and education through culture for local citizens; and second, an aspect of tourism with a purpose of inducing foreign travelers. The first aspect involves an urgent need to develop contents to educate young Chinese people to build up national psychology, for there are character-behavioral issues constantly raised against the Chinese youth; these young people are to be future leaders of the mainstream society but are often called ‘little emperors,’ individually being the only child that enjoys excessive attention due to the country’s one-child policy. With economic growth, Chinese parents do their best to provide better quality of education for their children. Under these circumstances, instead of depending on the old method of cramming in education, it is necessary to closely look into the cultural industry that can offer both education and play (or edutainment).

The second aspect involves freer cross-border movements through the Internet and traveling. This diversifies paths to access culture and audiences can choose a culture and generate contents on their own, leading to diverse cultural platforms. These platforms then will become the first gateway to those who want to travel China.

In both the first and second aspects, these literature museums can act as an access path for cultural experiences and education: they will form a background of educational activities to build up Chinese national psychology based on diverse books, including characters and titles that can become original sources for contents. Such background will also have an impact to grow cultural industry, focusing on local themes together with stories and venues.

The heavy focus on China’s revolutionary literature should be changed; and this should be a work of joint research between Korea and China, finding and developing more literary resources.

1) Preceding Studies

As China continued to adopt advanced overseas practices, National Museum of Modern Chinese Literature (NMMCL) opened in the city of Beijing in 2000 and Chinese Minority Literature Museum (CMLM) in
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Mongolia in 2009 and both were fairly large-scale establishments. In the past, cities usually used traditional spaces such as the former residences of authors, in order to spread culture; more recently, such spaces are changing to combine traditional and modern establishments, in the form of memorial hall, history or literary museum. Chinese Committee For Literary Museums (CCLM, 中国博物馆协会文学专业委员会: http://www.chinamuseum.org.cn) manages traditional houses, memorial halls and literary halls/museums. NMMCL manages these, focusing on the membership of CCLM. The number of CCLM member institutions is 24 in total. With increasingly diversifying literary halls and museums, audiences can now participate in and experience the preservation and management of records and literary resources. Literary map should cover the history of Chinese literature to enable such participation and experience. This study will review four tendencies related to contents that will establish a system of play and education using such map.

First, we will look at some literature museums that function as a medium of China’s national psychology. Young-Koo Lee presents psychological discourse of urban spaces using authors, in his writings on “Lu Xun and Beijing” in Cities and Authors (2009). A museum is a place that spreads a city’s psychology. We will review the status of China’s literature museums with CCLM members.


2) Method and Purpose of Study

In the 1920s and the 1930s, China suffered political chaos and invasion of foreign countries; many Chinese writers had to be engaged in ‘revolutionary literature’ actively, to achieve social participation and political reform through literature. As a result, some of China’s literary resources were limited to a handful of people who took part in such revolutionary literature before the establishment of a new China. Chinese people were very critical about Gāo Xìngjiàn when he became the first Chinese to win the Nobel Prize in literature in 2000. Such response might have been the remnants of revolutionary literature from the past; this was not because the writer had French citizenship but because he criticized his own country in his literary works. That is why the second Nobel Prize awarded to Mó Yán in 2012 was all the more meaningful for China. Despite
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such international awards, China is still very much under a heavy influence of the revolutionary literature. For instance, when U.K.-based Hóng Ying wrote *Starving Daughter*, she covered political history involving the Cultural Revolution in the book; when it was published in China, that portion of the book was completely deleted from the final publication, without the author’s consent. It seems that China’s revolutionary literature is a work of progress even at this moment in time. For instance, museums of the past were mainly former residences, memorial halls or museums showing persons that had gone hand in hand with the ideology of the state. Yet the trend is changing; currently these establishments are now turning more modern and larger, as shown in the case of NMMCL and CMLM above, and they cover only a certain portion of the whole literary history. This changing role of museum demonstrates that the concentration on revolutionary literature and the emphasis on records and historical aspects.

The change has come because the Chinese government is expanding free admission to public cultural museums in phase, in an effort to make them a cultural base where people can understand China’s culture and history. Opening of large museums will become an opportunity to furnish themes for cultural industries, without limiting its scope to persons of revolutionary literature and covering records from overall literary history. Accordingly, there is an urgent need to study cultural contents that can shed new light on the overall history of Chinese literature. In this context we will look at the possible development of literary map in connection with cyber literature museums, which can serve as a window to understand Chinese culture and as a cultural platform.

Today, geographical information services sometimes create a war of map among nations across the globe. Google and Apple provide map services using smart gadgets, in the form of location-based service. Navigation’s path-finding services that also guide audiences to various cultural industries actually improve the quality of life.\(^5\)

According to Young-Koo Lee, in producing contents for diverse cultural industries in this global era, ‘planning of cultural contents’ should thoroughly consider philosophical and psychological aspects even from phase zero.\(^6\) In order to develop a cultural platform that can provide a themed guide-map for tourism in China, there should first be a review of issues from both philosophical and psychological perspectives; then this review of issues will eventually lead to a stage of improvement stage.

**First,** there is a lack of contents that people outside China can access as a tourism theme guide. Aside from some websites of China’s regional cultural councils, there are very few accessible paths for such contents. And there are no separate, assorted guides that allow audiences to choose themes they want: for instance, a guide on travel to Korea also covers the travel information to the whole of China. **Second,** even though China has many factors of production for cultural industries, it has been a captive to political ideology and failed to plan or produce contents other than the ‘revolutionary literature.’ And this is not only about production of legal contents; it is about more active black markets and about the use of illegal contents. Going forward, the production and use of such unlawful contents are highly likely to lead to deteriorated value of China’s national brand and cause international conflicts. The indifference to contents other than ‘revolutionary literature’ will only make China’s original sources go off course. **Third,** there is a copyright issue. In producing contents for cultural industries, ‘planning should be in consideration of copyright.’\(^7\) Nothing is clear about copyright issues in China yet and the country has not been able to put a stop to illegal downloads of contents. At present, the
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\(^6\) Young-Koo Lee et al., *A Discussion on Cultural Contents Planning*, KUFS, 2013, p. 6

government is blocking international IP addresses to prevent access to its local websites. Yet what it really needs is to decisively improve the copyright practices, where violations are indiscriminately committed. The restriction on international access should be lifted, so that the Internet can act as the ‘window for Chinese culture.’

In order to present a valid discussion for the planning and development of Chinese literary map, there should be a discussion on “Culturenomics Welfare through urban regeneration.” It is necessary to provide information on authors and types of works that have appeared the overall history of Chinese literature; and the information should have organic and visualized statistics on symbolic culture codes, such as periods and themes, which can be operated by audiences.

NMMCL has a literary map of these famous authors at present but it is only classified by birthplace and residence, without being expanded to areas of activity or relation map. Nor does it offer classification by symbolic code. In the future, it is necessary to study contents for literary map, which can cover various records and both tangible and intangible resources – namely, the overall history of literature.

2. Chinese Museums of Literature: Status Analysis

NMMCL directs all literary museums or halls in China; these establishments are all CCLM members under Chinese Association of Museums (CAM) and NMMCL is also a member. Literary museums are divided into national and provincial-municipal levels according to CAM legislation: for instance, Lu Xun Museum and “NMMCL are national establishments while Hebei of Literature and Henan Museum of Modern Literature are provincial. And many more are preparing for opening, such as Guanzhou Museum of Literature, Zhejiang Museum of Literature, many old houses of authors and memorial halls in each region.”

1) Museums of Literature: Status

As at 1911, the number of total museums in China was 24, 9 of which were managed by foreigners. By 2010, the number of registered museums under the Museum Act of China was 3,415 (including 456 private ones); out of the total, 83 were 1st grade museums; 171 were 2nd grade; and 288 were 3rd grade.

Literary museums were only handful, 24, a meager number against the total.

The list of 24 CCLM members is as follows: Cao Xueqin Memorial Hall (北京曹雪芹纪念馆), Guo Morou Memorial (北京郭沫若纪念馆), Lao She Memorial Hall (北京老舍纪念馆), Pu Songling Museum (北京蒲松龄纪念馆), Shanghai Luxun Museum (上海鲁迅纪念馆), Beijing Luxun Museum (北京鲁迅博物馆), Theatre Museum of Beijing People’s Arts Theatre (北京人民艺术剧院戏剧博物馆),
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11 王芳, 「中国现代文学馆与中国当代文学史料建设」, 浙江大学研究生学位论文, 2012, p. 2
13 王芳, 「中国现代文学馆与中国当代文学史料建设」, 浙江大学研究生学位论文, 2012, p. 2
Former Residence of Mao Dun (北京茅盾故居), Former Residence of Lidazhao (北京李大钊故居), National Museum of Modern Chinese Literature (中国现代文学馆), Former Residence of Ba Jin (上海巴金故居), Leftist Memorial Hall (上海左联纪念馆), Shanghai Hongkou Historical Museum (上海虹口区文物遗址史料馆), Bing Xin Literature Museum (福建冰心文学馆), Zhangzhou Lin Yutang Memorial Hall (福建漳州林语堂纪念馆), Shangxi Jincheng Zhao Shuli Literary Museum (山西晋城赵树理文学馆), Former Residence of Li Jieren, Chengdu, Sichuan (四川成都李劼人故居博物馆), Yao Xueyin Memorial, Dengzhou, Henan (河南邓州姚雪垠文学馆), Hebei Museum of Literature (河北文学馆), Luxun Memorial Hall, Shaoxin, Zhejiang (浙江绍兴鲁迅纪念馆), Zhejiang Museum of Literature (浙江文学馆), Former Residence of Zhu Ziqing, Yangzhou, Jiangsu (江苏扬州朱自清故居), Xiao Jun Memorial Hall, Linghai, Liaoning (辽宁凌海萧军纪念馆), Qingdao Rickshaw Museum (骆驼祥子博物馆) and Chinese Minority Literature Museum.

In current Chinese administrative system, there are 32 provincial level areas including 23 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities and 2 special administrative regions. Among 24 CCLM members, 8 are in Beijing; 3 in Shanghai; 2 in Zhejiang; and 1 in Shanxi, Sichuan, Henan, Hebei, Liaoning, Qingdao and Mongolia. The numbers show that literature museums are more concentrated in Beijing than in other areas. Among these 24 members, only 7 provide cyber museums, including: Beijing Luxun Museum (www.luxunmuseum.com.cn), Lao She Memorial Hall (www.bjlsjng.com), Pu Songling Museum (www.pusongling.net), Shanghai Lu Xun Museum (www.luxunmuseum.com), NMMCL (www.wxg.org.cn), Cao Xueqin Memorial Hall (www.bjcxqxh.com) and Bing Xin Literature Museum (www.bxwxg.org). Except this last one, 6 establishments are in Beijing. Lastly, Qingdao Rickshaw Museum is the only one that is mainly about literary works.

Museums have undergone dynamic periods in the past: socialism in the 1950; class struggles in the 1960; and reform and open door in the 1980s. By the 1990s, after many efforts to advance museums referring to international practices, the number of more modern and larger establishments increased. The opening of NMMCL and CMLM in 2000 and 2009 were results of such process. Although the website of literature museums opened mainly in “big industrialized cities,” it is expected to increase gradually. Despite the increase of new websites, there is still a problem of access from outside China; this restricted IP access can become an obstacle in international exchanges and China needs to resolve these challenges and think of ways to spread its culture using as many channels as possible.

2) Literature Museum: Role and Function

After new China was founded, with the change of political regime and economic growth, the role of museum changed: "it was established as a body for collection of cultural specimens, for scientific research and for publicity and education, classified into a line of culture." \(^{15}\) As at 2013, China’s museums, libraries and culture centers are playing a role to spread culture by building up a network of cultural facilities in rural areas. \(^{16}\)

At present, literature museums are changing with “industrialization and urbanization,” moving away from the type, scale and exhibition style of the past; it pursues modernization, especially from urban areas. This does have a certain impact on the opening of cyber literature museums, but the change is slow and only 7 have opened so far. Yet the prospect of more virtual museums seems to be positive.

As mentioned before, as a body for publicity and education, Chinese museums had a very limited focus on famous authors engaged in the ‘revolutionary literature.’ Today, as the expression, ‘literature museum,’ clearly represents, the scope is gradually expanding to include the history of all literary genres into the facility. Here, we will review some concepts regarding the literature museum by Chinese scholars.

Fù Guāng Míng says a literature museum is “an old house of famous Chinese writers; it is mostly called as former residence, memorial hall or former residence-memorial hall.” \(^{18}\)

Wáng Fāng describes the exhibition contents and functions of such museum as follows: “[A literature museum] focuses on the life and creative works of some themed or local writers as its core contents. It includes representation of daily lives of the author and creative works classified by period. Then various versions of translation, handwritten manuscripts and other objects are displayed.” \(^{19}\)

Fù Guāng Míng presents a brief summary regarding this. “The various designations, including former residence, memorial hall, literary museum or hall, are descried by a general term: literature museum.” \(^{20}\) As literary resources, it includes all public and private records during the writer’s lifetime or after death as well as tangible and intangible legacy. Adding to such contents, literature museum is getting more modern and larger in scale; establishments like NMMCL and CMLM are applying new methods of exhibition, education and research to support the history of all literary genres. \(^{21}\)

There are two types of literature museum in China: the first is an offline space of exhibition focusing on articles related to writers and creative works; the second is an online literature museum. This latter form of museum either offers information about the writer, the writer’s works and other literary news or serves as a replica of the offline exhibition space.

The role and functions of literature museum is not very different from other types of museum: while former residences, memorial halls and museums were created in the past focusing on the revolutionary literature, literature museums at present are more and more playing the role of presenting the whole history of literature. New cultural platforms are on the rise now, by utilizing both exhibition spaces of traditional Chinese houses and modern memorial halls or literature museums. In terms of archive management in the new literature museum, new web trend in cultural contents industry is applied. For instance, NMMCL is in an initial stage of
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\(^{15}\) Song Xiangguang, *Ibid.* pp. 20-21

\(^{16}\) 肖媛媛. 「中国博物馆、图书馆、文化馆站全面实现免费开放」, 中国新闻网 March 5, 2013. http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2013/03-05/4615531.shtml
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using literary map on its website. On this map, audiences can check the information on 202 authors from all 
administrative districts of China; individual authors’ photos are provided, together with text information on 
the author’s birthplace, life and works. The information is displayed in a two-step link: audiences first click an area 
on the literary map and a list of authors from the area will be displayed on the right side of the map image; then 
audiences click a link to a specific author, which will show brief information of that person. In planning literary 
map in the future, it is advisable to find ways to reduce the steps required to access the information and to 
provide more visualized knowledge contents that contain cultural symbols and interpretations.

3. The Value of Cultural Resources

China’s economic growth and increasingly rapid urbanization led to the gradual increase of literature 
museums in cities, both modern and large and this trend is likely to maximize the value of historic records and 
cultural resources. “Re-creation characterizes literary resources, as they are delivered to audiences as origional 
sources and then interpreted into different results. Diverse texts are combined with cultural contents industries to 
be integrated and converted to establish values; psychological heritage turned into thoughts then create
collective consciousness, inherent in the people’s unconscious.” Records cumulated in cities form the value of unique cultural resources.23

For instance, Cao Xueqin’s Hong Lou Meng (“Dream of the Red Chamber”) led to a re-created outcome. This classical novel was used as an original source and combined to a cultural industry: the background used in the work inspired the construction of a theme park in Beijing and Shanghai, called Daguanyuan (Grand View Garden).24 The garden then has been frequently used as a shooting location for many TV dramas and movies, which implies convergence to diverse contents. Records and cultural resources become inherent in the collective unconscious and can be changed into something else again. The Daguanyuan theme park involves psychological culture of the times and represents the local culture from the past in the present times. It serves as a story that helps travelers reach their destination; visiting foreigners as well as local citizens can understand Chinese culture through entertainment, instead of education. Going forward, in order to induce repeat visitors, it is necessary to consider ways to provide better storytelling spaces and to use exhibitions and education at literature museums using records about writers.25

According to Seung-Koo Shim, the value of cultural resources can be expanded into five different categories. First, there can be a new understanding of value, which implies an expanded understanding of cultural resources through fresh interpretation and analysis as well as re-interpretation of meaning. Second, there can be change of values, which means conversion into new values due to new significance. Third, there can be creation of value, which indicates development of cultural resources whose values are not yet recognized, such as cultural assets without official designation. Fourth, there can be maximization of value, which means to take the value of cultural resources beyond one limited area and maximize it by applying its interpretation to different areas such as history, literature, technology, science, architecture, arts, crafts and music. Fifth, there can be convergence of values, which means combining the value of cultural resources with other value system; the convergence can be made between cultural resources and story, people or technology.26

The Chinese government aims to build a society that offers advanced cultural services27; to that end, it maximizes museum’s exhibition functions by applying technology. For instance, Shanghai Lu Xun Museum offers a representation of exhibitions and former residence of the author in the cyberspace.

The key here is for CCLM members to create more cyber museums of literature and the prospect seems to be quite positive at this moment. In this regard, now is the time to consider how to design database structure of these virtual literature museums. An example would be to develop a relation map of 202 modern writers currently posted on the NMMCL literary map; this kind of access will provide the location of cultural resources in literary history and symbolic statistics, eventually to improve the resource’s overall value.

However, the literary map presented by NMMCL does not seem to be the kind of map Yang Yi would like to have; this particular one does not apply any method of interpretation and hence does not offer statistics.
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24 Shanghai’s Daguanyuan (http://www.sh-daguanyuan.com/) is located on the southwestern outskirts, Qingpu. The area of this garden is 8,000 square meters and about 20 structures within the garden area. Beijing’s Daguanyuan (http://www.bjdgy.com/) is located near the South Moat of Beijing. The area is 125,000 square meters and it is shows a complete styles of ancient garden architecture. The construction started from the mid-1980s. Most of Chinese movies and TV dramas related to Hong Lou Meng were made at this site.
25 Young-Koo Lee et al., “Lu Xun and Beijing,” Cities and Authors. KUFS, 2009, pp. 32-60
27 Song Xiangguang, Ibid. p. 21
Yang Yi’s idea was to have a literary map that contains the process of literary creation or relevant statistics. In order to develop such a map, it should be made possible to identify the pattern of relations according to subject and period, by authors or works. In addition, a location-based tool will be required to show public and private records as well as literary history, which can present an image of organic relations between each symbolic information.28 Local cultural resources form a relationship with various cultural industries. A literary map is a mechanism that can guide a traveler to a certain destination; the map can also provide a specific period information as audiences would like to have, hence serving as a window of experience for Chinese culture.

4. A Proposal for Literary Map as China’s Knowledge and Culture Contents

On Baidu, a Chinese search engine offering a list of academic papers, Yang Yi’s works on literary map include Redrawing the Map of Chinese Literature, Redrawing the Map of Chinese Literature: Interpretation and Map of 20th Century Chinese Literature (http://baike.baidu.com/subview/467252/5674712.htm). This last work presented multi-angle interpretation and description of literature and was recognized as a different research approach; a Chinese literary map here was a new effort to cover the whole literary history in a new way.

In Redrawing the Map of Chinese Literature, Yang Yi described the representation of Chinese literary map as follows: “My dream is to draw a complete culture or literary map of the Chinese people: the map will identify interrelations of literature by Han Chinese and minority ethnic groups and depict them through in-depth and systematic research; and the map will be able to demonstrate the literary identities by diverse Chinese peoples, enabling intuitive understanding of the creation process by its character, element and source.”29 This shows how he strove to understand the cultural identity of China through literature, offering symbolic and visual understanding of the literary history.

China continued to expand its literature museums, starting with NMMCL in 2000 and CMLM in 2009. There is more to come in both old and new cities, expanding the scale and types. Even though CMLM may appear to be very ethnic-group oriented, this kind of minority museums also strive to achieve their goals by securing and dominating the general heritage of historical records. The opening of Ahn Jung-geun Memorial in 2014 was one such effort. Literature museums, in turn, play a role of spreading culture based on network, showing traditional aspects of food, clothing and shelter using both tangible and intangible literary resources and offering exhibition and education on the past, the present and the future of China. It appears that literature museums will continue to increase both in scale and type.

However, there is another perspective to interpret such attempts by China: that it is trying to make the territorial disputes with Tibet, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Mongolia and other parties more real. Today, perception of original source is changing, even to cause a war of map among relevant countries; it is important who occupies something first and acquire economic value of cultural industry (for instance, one-source-multi-use or OSMU). Each nation is newly responsible to plan the information on original sources to develop knowledge contents and provide a new type of welfare. Sharing of knowledge information through various channels has become important, as a window of culture and a system of education.

Research and study results regarding literary map conducted in China, Korea, the United States and Britain


29 杨义，《重绘中国文学地图》，中国社会科学出版社，2003 /
are likely to have an impact on the future research of audiences that will use the entire web in the national database architecture design.

There are some international examples in this kind. Another Chance to See (www.anotherchancetosee.com) is based on the work called Last Chance to See by Douglas Adams and Mark Carwardine; this website offers visual representation of endangered animals around the world. The Atlas of Fiction (www.atlasoffiction.com) has a map of stories about 26 authors and their creative works. Get London Reading (www.getlondonreading.co.uk) provides a London guide focusing on areas that appeared on book covers. Google Books (http://books.google.com) shows collected books with links to the locations referred in the books. Google Lit Trips (www.googlelittrips.com) is also linked to the KMZ file format downloads of Google Earth and Google Map. Gutenkarte (http://gutenkarte.org) is a geographic text browser that downloads public domain texts from Project Gutenberg and extracts and returns all the geographic locations it can find. Littourati (http://littourati.squarespace.com/) is a blog that links reading experiences to the actual place in the book. For example, it shows Jack Kerouac's On the Rood through Google Map. Niclaus Findel, L'extraordinaire Histoire de Strasbourg entre 1248 et 1349 (http://librairie.caracteres.free.fr) is based on the same French novel published, offering available French images. Oliver Twist (www.flickr.com) shows travel images regarding Oliver’s journey. Patrick O’Brian Mapping Project is made to accurately map the progress of Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin in the historical naval novels by Patrick O'Brian set in the Napoleonic Wars; the first Aubrey-Martin series is Master and Commander. Saving Yellowstone: Map of the President Arthur Expedition (www.savingyellowstone.com) is based on the same book by Robert E. Hartley about the 1883 military expedition of President Arthur. The website provides the map of this expedition. The Literary Map of Manhattan was a short-term project in which audiences directly participated; people posted the lines from different book and included various places appeared in the book.

In Korea, there were some researches on literary map. There were general theoretical studies such as “Literary Map Contents Planning” and Cultural Contents Planning and “Literary Map Planning”; a more specific plan was relazed in “Production of Literary Map Using Google Map.” “Contents Planning for Korean Literature Museums” studies how to come up with standards for records in these museums. However, despite many studies and researches, China and Korea do not percieve the literary map as a part of cultural industry, as in the case of the United States or Europe. That is why the production of literary map is not too prolific and is only used as a supplementary tool for literature museums.

China’s literary map by NMMCL is still in its initial stage but a literature map does have some expected outcomes: First, it helps the education of future talents; information education focused on experience can make audiences search information and post writings even outside the school. Second, it enables audiences to produce a story map, eventually to develop and manage local cultural resources. Third, it boost local tourism. The story map provided by the literary map can be standards to attract people to cultural attraction of the region.

As already mentioned, NMMCL has records of 202 modern writers from its various administrative districts; such information on authors and works will be effectively used to spread culture and serve as knowledge contents, making the museums a base center of literary resources. NMMCL’s literary map with 202 writers is a vast body of record in itself, an evidence of contemporary psychology. Yet the individual pieces of
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information lack organic linkage; the challenge remains for China to build a standardized system to offer web-based contents of knowledge-culture and act as a new window of cultural welfare for the people.

If we look at the example of Korea, the country has planned an Encyclopedia of Local Korean Culture (http://m.grandculture.net) and worked with Youtube so that the public can make use of the website. This was one case of so-called Culturenomics Welfare; for the public to enjoy culture, not only government institutions but also the academia should conduct research and study, with continued support from the government and the private business.

If certain information should be used as knowledge-culture contents, a system of support is thus required, composed of the government, various institutions and companies. Then audiences should be able to refer available text and image information, wherever and whenever possible; they can also add diverse information such as books and media. The audiences’ data include that on the location or area of their activity and this ‘root’ can be turned into a map that implies cultural symbolism of unique information the audiences show. As suggested by the Literary Map of Manhattan and Google Lit Trips, audiences use the stories of original sources, authors or creative works, and combine them with single or multiple elements such as text, image or photo, creating another story

This travel contents can create a new type of contents for knowledge culture; audiences, or the collective intelligence, can form a new type. These people will fill literary maps with contents, constantly generating new information; these people who produce map and information are called trackers.

Literary map of the future should be able to provide the heritage of tangible and intangible records which show the value of cultural psychology in the relevant region, as well as the tales of “local tourist attractions, local specialties, celebrities from the past, local authors, actual locations of local authors and historical writers by period. It also should be able to cover relevant statistics regarding the records, including general literary history.

For example, there is a widely known story that NMMCL was built by the proposal of Ba Jin, second Chairman of Chinese Writers’ Association (CWA) and eventually opened in May 2000. Upon hearing this story, a tracker would try to locate the place including the actual venue and many stories related to the person involved. The tracker is likely to use the building address (45 Wenxueguan Rd, Chaoyang, Beijing) and approach it from the map first. Then he or she may use various information and materials owned by the museum, including types of exhibitions, access to records, references and archives (works, manuscripts, translations, letters, diaries, voice-recording, video footage and other literary materials – 300,000 pieces of collection including 170,000 books, 90,000 magazines, 10,000 handwritten manuscripts). Trackers can actually create a theme-root for web-contents, divided by subject, period, venue or other category regarding historical or contemporary facts and issues; then they are able to create their own stories. This is a way to provide attractive local cultural resources by which audiences can access a city.

---

31 The need to standardize records is highlighted to make data search easier and provide better accessibility to users; yet it is also important to have a critical review of the existing standards come up with new alternatives for the outdated ones. For this purpose, a standardized method for accurate monitoring, revision and enhancement is required to cope with our changing environment. Hye-Ran Seo, “Standardization of Archive Technology,” Archives Studies 1, 2000, pp. 7-22.

32 Kum-Mi Kim, ““Literary Map Contents Planning,” Young-Koo Lee et al., Ibid. pp. 182-183

33 Terence W. Cavanaugh & Jerome Burg, Ibid.

5. Conclusion

Britain’s Portsmouth Literary Maps show celebrities, famous structures and local cultural resources as well as authors and creative works; they are linked to many cultural industries, becoming landmarks with stories and present their locations. Travelers to this region can experience a wide variety of culture through attractive tales and characters.

Literature museums of China have started as an ordinary establishment but their literary side has progressed to a great extent. Political and economic growth of China demands more diverse ways by which people can understand cultural psychology that has been actually cumulated in the local space. And literature museums are expanding their activities, moving from culturally underprivileged class toward rural areas in the vicinities. In the past, museums played a role of spreading culture in a base camp of modern city; they now need to think of ways to provide information services using more diverse paths. The political ideology of China has limited the focus of museum to the revolutionary literature, showing only a handful of historical tales and characters, blocking access by international audiences. But the changing trend suggests that stories other than the revolutionary literature, including different literary materials and famous people, can enhance the audiences’ access to the region.

Production of literary map makes an organic relation map between famous people and cultural resources and database design services work effectively to provide attractive local information. Access path can be public and private backgrounds connected to famous authors and creative works and symbolic roots can use various locations at times. Sometimes, public-private/tangible-intangible cultural resources related to writers include space and time locations. CCLM members, the 24 literature museums with various titles such as former residence, memorial hall, museum of history or museum of literature, can combine cultural resources with various contents – contents about society, politics, economy, culture, or arts of distance venue or times; and this combination can be approached by period or by subject. Creation of a themed space can be considered as representation of ecomuseum; if a literature museum can be an ecomuseum, it can make free representations of space and time for writers and creative works with its cultural assets, reliving the relevant period.

Planning a literary map which can offer effective experience of local cultural resources from the past, the present and the future is conducted by audiences; therefore, activity root here can identify predictable trend of the future. This audience tendency can enable forecast of economy, as well as local arts and culture.

The more recent museums in Beijing and Mongolia, NMMCL CMLM, are categorized as establishments for a specific genre of literature. This change to particular literary genres implies diversification of cultural channels. In order to plan a literary map that covers the general history of Chinese literature, NMMCL literary map should not remain to be an ordinary map with several links; it should be upgraded with knowledge contents, in which expert interpretation and audience participation are involved. As there is a wide variety of languages of different ethnic minorities in China, so should there be a wide variety of researches regarding literary map. This map will represent symbolic culture codes of various ethnic groups in China and help us understand the DNA of

35 Kum-Mi Kim, “Literary Map Contents Planning,” Young-Koo Lee et al., Ibid. pp. 196-197
36 Lu Xum Museum 「聚合的效应——北京八家名人故居牵手走过13年」
37 Song Xiangguang, Ibid. p. 21
a culture with its own linguistic traits. In this manner, contents of digital literary map can form a new communication tool to spread and exchange cultures – a new kind of cultural platform.
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